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Reading Guide 

This manual is for existing, new and potential users of F2 Touch. This manual 

contains a short introduction and a general description of the functionality and 

configuration of F2 Touch.  

Commands (i.e. the buttons you should click on) are shown in Bold. Any reference 

to a field or list is shown by “quotation marks”. 

If the document refers to further documentation it will show in Italic.    

The manual features a number of screenshots to help you easily find the described 

functions. Screenshots with lines and associated text show you where to click in F2. 

An area framed by a blue line identifies an area with several functions. 

Enjoy. 
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Introduction to F2 Touch  

F2 Touch is a web-client (website) optimized to run on iPhone, iPad, Android 

telephones and common browsers on PC and Mac. See the paragraph “Appendix” 

for a more complete list of browsers on which F2 Touch can run. You can download 

F2 Touch as an App in Apple App Store or via Google Play. 

F2 Touch is a light version of the F2 Desktop client with functions for handling of 

email, chats, approvals and cases. There are some differences between the F2 

Desktop client and the F2 Touch-client. 

F2 Touch supports two different layouts depending on the device type:   

 Compact layout: For devices with smaller screens i.e. smartphones such as 

iPhone and Android telephones. 

 Wide layout: For devices with wider screens such as tablets, iPad, Mac and 

PC.  

The following description is based on the compact layout. More specifically it is 

based on the iPhone version if nothing else is stated. There are no functional 

differences between the compact and the broad layout. 
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Get started with F2 Touch  

Download the F2 Touch app from Apple’s app store or Android’s Google Play. If the 

phone has a Windows operating system, then you can use F2 Touch in an installed 

browser.  

 

Figure 1: Play Store 

 

Figure 2: App Store 

 

When the app is downloaded, the user need to specify a “URL” for the server to 

connect to. This will be a different URL for each organisation. On an Android device, 

this is done in the application. On an IOS device, this is done in the device’s 

settings. For more information on this see the section “Settings and configuration”.  

Login 

 

Figure 3: Login 

F2 Touch starts with a login screen. The 

user name and password are the same as 

for F2 Desktop. Enter the user name and 

password and press the Log in button. You 

can tick Remember me to avoid having to 

enter login-information every time.  

Depending on the F2 configuration, when 

logging out you can remove the Remember 

me feature across all devices.  

If the installation supports more than one 

language, you can choose your preferred 

language. 

Log in 
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Figure 4: Login 

 

After logging in, you may need to choose 

which unit you want to work in. This only 

happens if you have more than one role 

assigned. 

If you select “Do not show again” then you 

will not see this option at log in. You can 

specify a default unit in the settings option 

in F2 Desktop.  

My inbox 

F2 Touch shows “My inbox” after login. This shows the records that are in your 

inbox.  

 

Figure 5: My inbox 

 

For each record you can 

see:  

 Who is responsible 

 Title  

 Letter date, if the 

record is sent or 

received. 

 Sender  

 Record type (shown 

as an icon)  

 

You can also see chats, documents, notes and annotations on the record. Bold 

indicates the records has not yet been seen.  

You have several options for navigation and preview. These are the same on all lists 

in F2 Touch.  

Select  
role 

Record type 

Attachment 

Letter 
date 

Sender 

Responsible 

Unread records 
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Figure 6: Inbox display options 

Case-, Record- and document-display in the inbox 

As a default, the inbox list will show records. However, you can also choose to show 

this list as a case view. If you select case view, then you will only see cases where 

a record in the inbox is part of a case. If you select document view, then you will 

see documents attached to a record in the inbox.  

 

Figure 7: Shift inbox view 

 

The button   to the left of the search 

field is used to shift between record 

display (the default display), case 

display and document display. 

 

If you select case view the cases are sorted based on case number. In document 

view the documents are sorted based on last record change.  

Click to display 
record 

Shows if there are 
a chat on the 
record. Press to 
get chat preview 

Click to move to 
other lists or 
folders 

Swipe to the side 
for archiving, 
deletion or mark 
as read/unread. 

Create new record 

Go to cSearch 

Indication that 
there is a flag on 
the record 

Refresh the list 

Indication of 

record type 

Enter search text 

The fields for 
advanced search 
are displayed 
automatically. 
Choose between 
searching on title, 
to, from or 
responsible 
person.  

Shows if there is 
an attachment on 
the record 

Go to approval 
overview 

Go to submission 

overview 

Click to archive 

record 

Click for more 

options 

Click to choose 
records, cases, or 
documents 
display 

Select records, 
cases, or 
documents 

Archive record 

Open chat 

Change display of the inbox 
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Figure 8: The three ways of displaying the inbox 

Record search 

 

Figure 9: Title search 

 

In the search field you can search for: 

 Words or parts of words that 

are in the title of a record or the 

associated case title.  

 Participants (the sender, 

recipient or responsible person 

for a record).  

Record search by title 

If you enter Quest, in the search field, then F2 Touch will find the records where the 

record or case title contains the words starting with ‘Quest’. The search operates 

against the list you are in – for example “Archive”, “My inbox” or “My desktop”. This 

means the search will find records or cases with titles containing Quest, quest or 

question, but not Request.  

The search word can be supplemented with more advanced search phrases as in F2 

Desktop client – for example *, AND, OR & NOT. Search in F2 Touch works in the 

same way as in the F2 Desktop client.  

Record display Case display Document display 

Search field 

Search criteria 
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Searching with OR 

The search phrase head of office OR permanent secretary finds records with a 

record- or case title that contains the phrase head of office as well as all records 

with a record- or case title which contains the phrase permanent secretary.  

Searching with * (Truncation) 

Use * to search for words that start with your text. A searches for dep* or con* will 

find records with a record- or case title that contains words starting with dep or 

con. This could be department or concern.  

Unlike the F2 Desktop client, F2 Touch automatically has a “default” * after each 

search word unless there is a space after the search word. This means you can get 

the same results by just writing dep or con.  

You can also search for one word without truncation.  You do this by ending the 

search argument with a space. The search John<space> will find records where 

John occurs in the record- or case title, but will not include records with Johnson in 

the title. 

Searching with AND 

You can use AND to find records that meet both criteria. Using the example above, 

only records containing both dep and con will be returned.  

When you enter more than one word in the search you will get the same results as 

using AND. The search will find records where all of the search argument occurs in 

the record- or case title. 

Searching with NOT 

You can search for records that contain search word 1 but not search word 2 by 

entering Search word 1 NOT search word 2. 

Searching for meeting 2012 NOT authorization will return all records that contain 

both the words meeting and 2012, but not including records with the word 

authorization in the record- or case title. 

Sorting the search result 

The records returned from a search are sorted in chronological order, with the 

latest update showing at the top of the search result.  

This applies for any action related to the record – so if there is a change in chat for 

example it will affect the ranking of the record in the search results.  

Record search from entering participant information 

By entering a specific participant in the search field F2 will find all records that have 

that individual as responsible person, sender or recipient. 
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Figure 10: Search of recipient, sender or responsible person 

Show record 

 

Figure 11: Display record 

Clicking on a record opens a read-only 

version. The record, metadata, 

documents, attachments, chats and 

notes are displayed.  

In addition, you can see the complete 

record as a PDF by clicking on . 

Show details/Hide details 

Click show details/hide details in the record window to show or hide details 

about the record. 

Under details, you can alter or see personal flags, access levels, older versions of 

the record and you can also mark the record for registration. 

Older versions of a record cannot be changed. You can only view them. 
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If the record is part of a case, you will also see metadata about the case. You can 

see:  

 Case title  

 Case number.  

 Information about the case creation (Creator and the date it was created)  

 Information about closing the case (Who closed it and the date it was 

closed)  

 Any keywords associated with the case  

 Case status  

 Any progress codes associated with the case 

 

Figure 12: Show details / hide details 

Show details/Hide details 
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Chats, notes, annotations and requests in the record display 

 
Figure 13: Navigate to chat section 

 

If there are any chats, 

requests, notes or annotations 

attached to the record, then 

these will be shown.  

So if there is a chat, then 

Chat will show and clicking on 

it will take you to the chat 

section of the record.  

The same approach is used for requests, annotations and notes. If the field (Chat, 

Request etc) is in bold then the chat, request, note or annotation has not yet been 

read. The record title will also be bold the first time the record is opened if the chat, 

annotation, request or/and note hasn’t been seen yet.  

If there are both unread chats and notes, request or annotations on the record, 

then as a starting point the chat is shown. Then in order F2 will show notes, 

requests, and then annotations.  

Press here to 

navigate to the 

chat 
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Other actions on the record 

 
Figure 14: Add on to record 

Depending on access rights, you can 

click on  to add:  

 New chat. 

 Chat all. 

 New note. 

 New request. 

 New annotation. 

 

 
 Figure 15: Other functions  

Click on , to get to the following 

functions:  

 Edit record  

 Mark as seen  

 Change responsible  

 Set supplementary  

 Change case/Set case  

 New F2 Manager  

 Delete record  

 Mark as unread 

 Record documents as PDF 

New record and edit record 

You can create new records in F2 Touch. You can also edit existing records if you 

have the correct access rights. You can update and delete attachments to the 

record when editing the record. 

Add to record 

Further actions on the record 
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Figure 16: New record 

 

New attachments created in other 

applications can be opened directly in F2 

Touch to add the attachment to the 

relevant record. 

Add attachments 

In F2 Touch there are two ways to add attachments to records: 

1. You can select an attachment saved in the file system through F2 Touch. 

2. You can open an attachment in F2 Touch from another editing program/app. 

Add attachment from F2 Touch 

 

Put the record in edit mode by clicking on  and then Edit record.  

Devices: iPhone, iPad and Browser  
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Figure 17: Add attachment step 1 

 

Click on add to add one or more 

attachments.  

Select a file from the file system on 

the device.  

 

Figure 18: Add attachment step 2 

 

Click Save to add the files as an 

attachment to the record. 

Deselecting the file before pressing 

Save means the attachment will not 

be saved on the record.  

 

Add attachments from another application 

You can add an attachment to a record from another application by first opening 

the record in F2 Touch.  

Upload 

file 

Add attachment 

Save 

Device: iPhone, iPad, Android phones or tablets. 
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Figure 19: Add attachment from 
another application step 1 

 

The record should be in editing mode. 

Click on  and then Edit Record. 

Then open the application that has the attachment. In the example below it is a 

text editing application but it could also be a picture editing application or 

something similar.  

 

Figure 20: Add attachment from another 
application step 2 

 

Press the sharing icon:  

 On Apple IOS the icon is . 

 On Android the icon is . 

Then press Open in F2 Touch.  

 

 

Choose Open in F2 Touch 
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Figure 21: Add attachment from another 
application step 3 

 

The attachment will be added to the 

open record. The attachment will be 

enclosed with any other attachment on 

the record. 

Click Save to add the attachment to 

the record. 

Deselecting the file before pressing 

Save means the attachment will not be 

saved on the record. 

 

 

Edit attachment 

There are two ways to edit an attachment on a record in F2 Touch: 

1. By selecting an existing attachment in the file system and using it to 

overwrite the attachment.  

2. By sending the attachment to another editing application, make changes, 

and then send the attachment back to F2 Touch.  

Edit and attachment by overwriting it with an existing document from the 

file system. 

 

Attachment 

Device: Browser 
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Figure 22: Edit attachment step 1 

The record should be in 

editing mode.  

Click  and then Edit 

Record  

Click Update to edit the 

attachment.  

You can only use this option 

from a browser.  

 

Figure 23: Edit attachment step 2 

 

You can select a 

replacement file from the file 

system.  

Click update to edit attachment. 

Choose file  
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Figure 24: Edit attachment step 3 

 

Select a file, then click 

Save. The new file replaces 

the existing attachment.  

Deselecting the file before 

pressing Save means the 

attachment will not be saved 

on the record. 

Edit attachment by editing it in an external application 

 

You can edit an attachment by exporting it to an external editing application. After 

editing you can import the file back to F2 Touch.  

 

Figure 25: Edit attachment in external 
application step 1 

 

First, open the attachment in F2 Touch 

by pressing the title of the attachment 

on the record (when the record is in 

read mode.) 

Device: iPhone, iPad, Android phones or tablets. 

Save 
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Figure 26: Edit attachment in external 
application step 2 

 

When the attachment is open, press 

the sharing function to open the 

attachment in an editing application of 

your choosing:  

 On Apple IOS the icon is . 

 On Android the icon is . 

 

Edit the attachment in the editing application. After editing, send the attachment 

back to F2 Touch:  

 

Figure 27: Edit attachment in external application 
step 3 

 

Open the record in edit mode.  

Click on  and then Edit Record  
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Figure 28: Edit attachment in external application 

step 4 

Open the external editing application, 

and choose the sharing function: 

 On Apple IOS the icon is . 

 On Android the icon is . 

Then choose Open in F2 Touch and 

the document will be sent back to F2 

Touch.  

If the device is an android phone, the attachment is added as a new attachment. 

You can then decide if you want to keep both attachments or if you want to delete 

the old one. To delete the old version of the attachment, click Delete on the old 

attachments line.  

If the device is an iOS phone, the new attachment overwrites the original. This 

means that the attachment will be updated with the revised version.  

 

Figure 29: Edit attachment in external 
application step 5 

 

Finish editing by clicking Save. The 

attachment is updated. 

 

Choose Open in F2 Touch 
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Delete attachment 

 
Figure 30: Delete attachment step 1 

 

To delete an attachment, the record 

should be in editing mode.  

Click  and then Edit Record.  

Click Delete on the attachments line as 

shown in the figure.  

Save the record to delete the attachment.  

 

 

 

Figure 31: Delete attachment step 2 

 

The attachment shows as crossed out to 

indicate it is ready for deletion. 

Deselecting the file before pressing Save 

means the attachment will not be deleted 

from the record. 

 

  

Delete 

Save 

The attachment is 

crossed out 
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Case help 

The case help in F2 Touch functions in the same way as in the F2 Desktop client.  

 

Figure 32: Case help 

 

The case help will appear when you click 

Save or Send. The case help appears at 

the same times as in the F2 Desktop 

client. 

Lists and folders 

F2 Touch contains almost all of the lists and folders that you have in the F2 Desktop 

client: “My desktop”, “My Archive”, favourites, personal searches and so on. The list 

‘Latest documents’ is not accessible.  

  

Figure 33: Access to list and folders 

Click Menu in the top left corner to see 

the various F2 lists. 

 

To go to a list or folder click on it. By clicking on a group of lists or folders, the 

groups will expand or contract.     
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Figure 34: Folders 

 

Figure 35: Lists 

A search from this window will be filtered the lists available.   

  

Figure 36: List search 

 

 

For example, writing ox in the search 

field will return all the lists with a name 

that includes ox and F2 Touch will then 

only show the list matching the search. 

This could be “My inbox” and “Unit 

inbox”.  
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Settings and configuration 

 

Figure 37: Settings 

 

Click the Settings icon in the top right 

corner to open settings (As shown in the 

figure).  

 

Different settings and configurations are available for Android and iOS devices.  

Android  

 
Figure 38: Android settings 

 

Click Settings to open the settings. You 

can increase or decrease the number of 

records shown in the inbox. You can 

also determine whether to select roles 

at log in. 

You can press   to open the 

configurations page.  

Settings 
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Figure 39: Android settings, URL 

 

You can activate or deactivate 

notifications from F2 Touch, and 

manage device settings for notifications. 

IOS (iPhone and iPad) 

 
Figure 40: IOS settings 

Click on Settings opens the settings 

page. You can increase or decrease the 

number of records in the inbox. You can 

also decide whether to show role 

selection at log-in.    

To configure F2 Touch on an iPhone or iPad you need to manage the overall 

settings  for the device. Then press F2 Touch in the menu in the left side.  
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Figure 41: IOS settings, URL 

 

 

Here you can manage what F2 touch 

can access as well as URL to connect to.  

 

 

Figure 42: Push information 

 

Click Notifications to manage 

notification settings.   
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Cases 

As in F2 Desktop client, you can assign records to a case. In F2 Touch, you can 

navigate between different records on a case and attach a record to an existing 

case.  

If a record is assigned to a case you will see a case-button .  

 
Figure 43: Go to case 

 

Click on  to see a list of records from 

the case. Click the case number to see 

the title of the case.  

 

 

Figure 44: Show all records assigned to a case Figure 45: Case title is shown if you click on 
case number 

 

  

Case 

Case title Records on the case 
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Add a record to a case 

To attach an already existing record to a case, open the record in read mode and 

click on . 

 

Figure 46: Add existing record to case 

 

Then click Add record to case. 

 

Figure 47: List of found cases 

 

A new page opens where you can 

search for the case. 

Select the case then click OK. 

The record is now added to the case. 

Add record to case 
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Figure 48: Create new record on case 

 

To add a new record to an existing case, 

open the case and press on the icon for 

a new record . 

 

Figure 49: Add a newly created record to a 
case 

 

Ensure that you select ”Add record to 

case …” as shown in the figure.  

  

New record 

Add record to case 
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Creating a chat 

 

Figure 50: Create chat 

Create a chat by opening a 

record, clicking on , and then 

New chat.  

This opens a chat window. Here 

recipients can be added in the 

field “Participants”. 

 

Figure 51: Newly created chat 

 

When you enter a name in the 

field ”Participants”, F2 Touch 

searches in the participant 

register and suggests parties, 

matching the name.  

Write your message then press 

Send message, to send it.  

Create 
new chat 
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Figure 52: Chat all 

Use Chat all to chat to everyone 

involved in the record.  

 

You can access chats directly from the record or by clicking on the chat icon in one 

of the lists. You open a chat directly from the inbox by clicking on the chat icon. 

 

Figure 53: Chat opened in list 

 

If you access a chat directly from one of 

the lists - for example “My inbox”, you 

can mark the chat as not seen, archive 

the record or open the chat window.  

The chat icon looks like this if there is a new message or an unread message.  

Chat all 

Mark as seen Archive Go to chat 
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Notes  

 
Figure 54: Create a new note 

 

Create notes by opening a 

record, then clicking on  and 

then New note. 

 
Figure 55: New note 

 

You can see notes on the record 

under ”Record notes”. 

 
Figure 56: A note opened from a list 

 

You can also open notes directly 

from one of the lists for example 

“My inbox” by clicking the note icon 

. 

If you open the note directly from 

one of the lists, you can mark the 

note as unseen, archive the record 

or open the note window.  

If a note has not yet been read, the 

icon will look like this:  

New 
note 

Mark note as unseen 

Archive 
record 

Go to 
note 
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Annotations 

 
Figure 57: Create new annotation 

Create annotations by opening a 

record, then clicking  and then 

New annotation. 

Access annotations on the record 

under ”Annotations”. 

 
Figure 58: Annotation 

 

When access the annotation is 

marked “Seen”. If a case has records 

with annotations, it can only be 

closed once the annotations have 

been seen. This works the same way 

as in F2 Desktop. 

  

New 
annotation 
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Additional functional modules 

The next section covers optional modules in F2 Touch. They will only appear if the 

user has the licences to use these modules. These are F2 Requests, F2 Approvals, 

F2 Submissions, F2 cSearch and F2 Manager. 

F2 Request  

There are three types of formal requests:  

 Standard Request: a request to a person or unit within the same authority.  

 Group Request: a request to a person or unit between different authorities in 

the same F2 installation. 

 External Request: a request to a person or unit in another F2 installation. 

Creating and handling a standard request 

 

Figure 59: Create new request 

 

You can create a request from a 

record. Click on , then New 

request. 

When creating a request, you need to enter the request metadata and decide who 

to send the request to. This is the same as in the F2 Desktop client. 

  

Figure 60: Newly created request 

New 
Request 
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When a request is sent to a user, it shows in the inbox with the request icon  

and the request can be accessed from this record. You can also access a request 

from a ‘Request-reply-record’. A Request-reply-record is used to create the reply 

from a formal request.  

 

Figure 61: Request on a record 

 

To open a request on a record, you first 

have to open the record and then click 

the request. 

  

Figure 62: Received request 

When a request is received in F2 Touch, you can manage the request as in F2 

desktop. You can create a reply record, execute the request, set an executor etc. 

Group requests can be seen but not edited in F2 Touch. On an external request, 

you cannot press to see the details (preview).  
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Request history 

 
Figure 63: Request history 

 

To gain an overview of the request 

history press Show details and the box 

will expand as shown in the figure. 

 

F2 Approvals  

F2 Approvals manages the approval process for records. A new approval can not be 

created in F2 Touch, but you can manage existing approvals. 

 

Figure 64: Lists of records with an approval 

By clicking on Approvals, you can see 

a list of all approvals you have access 

to. 
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Figure 65: Approval overview 

 

Click on APP.  to see an overview of 

existing approvals. 

Click on an approval to open a normal 

record with an attached approval. 

 

Show record: Approvals  

If the record has an approval attached, you can see and handle the approval 

process. 

 

Figure 66: Handling of an approval as a copy 
recipient 

 

Figure 67: Handling of an approval as an 
approver 

If you are an approver, you can approve or return the approval with a comment. If 

you are a copy recipient, you can note that you have seen the approval and 

optionally add a comment. 

Note: When both Submissions 

and Approvals are activated, their 

titles are abbreviated to Submis. 

and APP.  
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For more information about this module see F2 Approvals – User manual. 

F2 Submissions 

F2 Submissions supports ministerial submissions within government.  

In a separate area of F2 Touch you can see the submission overview page by 

clicking Submis. 

 

Figure 68: Submissions 

The overview shows status for all the 

current submissions that you have 

access to.  

 

The overview shows who the submission is for. 

 

Figure 69: Overview of submissions 

The current approver is shown 

with green background. You can 

also see (from the left): 

 Approver of the unit 

 Approver of the department 

 The permanent secretary  

 The minister. 

If there are a lot of submissions 

you will see a “More”-button in 

the bottom of the overview. 

Show record: Submissions 

If the displayed record is a submission, the following fields will be visible:  

Note: Approvals cannot be created in F2 Touch.   

Click here to see submissions 
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Figure 70: Submission 

 

 

Which user is responsible for the next 

step in the approval flow (marked with 

bold). Here the user can approve, 

conditionally approve or return the 

record.  

 

The execution order of the submission. 

 

 

For more information about this module see F2 Submission – User manual. 

  

Note: Submissions cannot be created in F2 Touch. 
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F2 cSearch 

F2 cSearch enables a fast free text search across all F2 data that the user has 

access to.  

Unlike F2’s normal search facility, cSearch works on pre-indexed data in a similar 

way to Google, Bing etc. This means that cSearch is optimised for speed in 

searching. For a user this means results are returned usually in less than a second. 

Figure 71: cSearch  

 

Access cSearch by clicking on cSearch 

in the bottom of F2 Touch as shown in 

the figure. 

Fast search 

Enter text in the search field, and the search will start automatically. 

 

Figure 72: Using cSearch 

 

cSearch will find all items containing the 

text, either as a whole word or as a part 

of a word. 

If you want to search for a whole word 

only, you have to add a space after the 

last letter in the search field. 

 

When a search result is chosen, the associated record will be shown.  

 

Note: It is possible to use operators in cSearch as described in the section 

”Record search by title”. 

Open in cSearch 
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Advanced search 

cSearch in F2 Touch has the same advanced search functions as cSearch in the F2 

Desktop client.   

 

Figure 73: Advanced search 

 

The advanced search functions include 

searching for values in the metadata 

fields like “To”, “From”, “Created by” or 

searches for specific content on a 

record.  

For more information about cSearch see F2 cSearch – User manual. 

  

Click here to unfold the 

advanced search fields 
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Upload to F2 Manager 

F2 Manager is an app developed for the iPad. F2 Manager supports offline and 

online sharing of documents between users in an authority from their iPad. 

In F2 Touch cases and records are marked to be uploaded to F2 Manager. Open a 

record that are added to the case, then press  and then New F2 Manager.  

If an F2 manager meeting has already been created on the case, the menu item will 

only be called F2 Manager.  

 

 

Figure 74: Upload to F2 Manager 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

New F2 Manager/F2 Manager 

A synchronization page for F2 Manager opens. Here you can enter data on how to 

manage the upload to F2 manager, in the same way as when creating an ad-hoc 

meeting in F2 Desktop client.  

Note: The function New F2 Manager will only be available if the record has 

been added to a case.  
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Figure 75: Normal viewing 

You can enter following:  

 Upload to iPad: 

o A check in ”Active”, makes 

one or more cases available 

on the iPad in the time 

period stated. 

o If new records are to be 

included automatically or 

manually to the 

synchronisation list.  

o The meeting date and time. 

These are optional fields to 

categorise the meeting.  

 Participants who will get the 

material uploaded to their iPad. 

 The synchronisation list, showing 

which case records should be 

uploaded to the F2 Manager. 

 If the check mark opposite a 

record is removed, then the 

record will be moved to the list 

“The remaining records of the 

case”. The record can also be 

moved by the use of the drag 

and drop function. 

 “The remaining records of the 

case” is the list of records which 

are not synchronised to F2 

Manager.  

 

Note: F2 Touch tells you that the screen is too narrow to show all the columns. 

If you flip the screen, F2 Touch will adjust such that all columns will be visible.  
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Figure 76: View of the synchronisation list and the 
list “Remaining records of the case” 

 

When you flip the screen 90 

degrees, F2 Touch will adjust so 

that all columns will be visible. 

Use Drag and drop to change 

the order of records or move 

records from one list to another. 

Press  and then drag the 

record with your finger to the 

desired location. 

By clicking Show advanced, the following metadata are added: 

 Stakeholder 

 Title and description of the meeting. 

 When ratings can be submitted (until X hours before the meeting starts) 

o This means that agenda items can be marked for rating so each of the 

participants can comment on the agenda items.  

 When the ratings are to be shared (X hours before start).  

 
Figure 77: Expanded view 

When you have entered the desired information, press Save and the F2 Manager-

tab is saved. 

Drag and drop 
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In F2 Manager, the case will now appear in the meeting plan. 

For more information about this module see F2 Manager – User manual. 

  

Note: In the F2 Desktop client, there will automatically be a F2 Manager tab on 

the case when New F2 Manager has been used in F2 Touch.  
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Appendix 

Supported browsers 

F2 Touch is optimised for the following browsers 

 Internet Explorer, the last two versions 

http://w3schools.com/browsers/browsers_explorer.asp  

 Google Chrome, the newest version 

http://w3schools.com/browsers/browsers_chrome.asp  

 Mozilla Firefox, the newest version  

http://w3schools.com/browsers/browsers_firefox.asp  

 Apple Safari on Mac OS, the newest version, (iPod & iPad), but not for 

Windows PC.  

http://w3schools.com/browsers/browsers_safari.asp  

 Apple Safari on IOS, the two newest versions. 

 Android version 4.0 and newer. 

  

http://w3schools.com/browsers/browsers_explorer.asp
http://w3schools.com/browsers/browsers_chrome.asp
http://w3schools.com/browsers/browsers_firefox.asp
http://w3schools.com/browsers/browsers_safari.asp
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